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Furniture favourites
With more exhibitors booking for the UK’s only nursery trade show, visitors attending Harrogate
International Nursery Fair will be spoilt for choice with some great new products for 2019.
Companies presenting nursery furniture ranges include Tutti Bambini on Stand Q98, Babeek on
Stand Q17, Slumberland on Stand Q31 and Mee-go on Stand Q45 – as well as favourites such as
BabyStyle, OBaby and Silver Cross.
Keep checking the website for latest news on show offers (which will be updated daily in coming
weeks) and the New Product Showcase. Visit www.nurseryfair.com

Celebrating 20 years
Bugaboo pushchairs have been helping families get out and explore for 20 years and are a firm
favourite thanks to their versatility and ease of use.
The company has come a long
way since that first model hit the
streets, constantly innovating its
pushchairs to meet the needs of
the modern parent. It found out
what parents really need and
developed a collection of
pushchairs to suit different
lifestyles the world over. From the
city to the woods, through sand
and snow, Bugaboo ensures that
families can go anywhere and do
anything with their pushchair.
Visit Bugaboo on Stand Q20

It’s a corker
Leading nursery distributor, Cheeky Rascals is excited to launch the luxury mima Xari pushchair in a
brand-new limited-edition colour this Spring! Introducing champagne, a
striking, metallic gold, inspired by the impending arrival of The Duke and
Duchess of Sussex’s royal baby.
The mima Xari offers a modern twist on the traditional pushchair, with
safety, style and innovation at the forefront. Thanks to its hidden
carrycot inside the seat, available to zip in and out within seconds, the
premium mima Xari, is perfect for urban families who might be short
on space and also creates its smooth, sleek design.
Its 3 in 1 capability also mean that the user can quickly and easily
adapt the pushchair and the bespoke design service gives parents
the option to choose from a range of different colours for the
chassis, seat pod and cushion kit.
Visit Cheeky Rascals on Stand KS18
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Tasty teether
Awarded ‘Consumer Choice Teething Toy’ for Best Baby & Toddler
Gear Awards 2018, Ethan is a fun new natural rubber teething toy
designed by Mooncow to help a baby’s sense of sight, touch and
sense of smell with lots of tasty bits to chew on to ease the pain of
sore gums.
Ethan the Fox is no ordinary fox – he is totally adorable,
ergonomically designed teething fox that’s got babies literally
drooling with excitement. He is made of 100% natural rubber from
the Hevea tree and his debonair design and soothing texture will
bring some foxy fun to the teething game. Come and meet us at the show to hear some exciting new
developments for 2019.
Visit Mooncow on Stand Q77

